
 

 
  

  RULES (Sit behind opposite goals. Agree on a time method, such as number of possessions or first team to score 3 goals wins. Use the large gray card to hide your eyes while D sets dots.) 

 

      Opening faceoff:  Both teams roll die – high roll wins.  Defense (D) then sets the blue dots.   

 

       If D sets more than one dot inside, or touching, the goal or the crease (the light blue area), you get a penalty shot (D sets only 1 dot). 

 
       Advance the puck by drawing a line with your eyes closed/then look for 5 seconds/then close your eyes and shoot by drawing  

       a line (trying to stop in the goal) or lifting the pen and marking a dot (trying to land in the goal).   

 

       If a shot touches a blue dot or a goalpost or crossbar, it bounced off - NO GOOD.   
 

       After a missed shot, roll die:  6 means offense got the rebound and a new possession at opponent’s blue line, but D sets only 2 dots. 

 

       Before each possession, D sets the blue dots but each blue dot must be at least a full flat Spot•ula’s width from the puck. 

 

       If you run into a blue dot or “hit the wall” or fail to get a rebound, D steals and gets possession at the centerline.  

       Or if you run into a blue dot before reaching your opponent’s blue line, D has a breakaway meaning you may set only one dot.  

 

       If you run into 2 blue dots, it’s a Roughing Penalty on your Opponent and on your next 2 possessions he loses a blue 

       dot plus he must execute his next 2 possessions with his off hand.  3 blue dots = next 5 possessions (a major penalty)! 
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                Web surf for team names/logos/photos to print onto cardstock, cut to10.5”x 1.3”, and slide under opposite ends of stadium or against back walls. 

 


